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M?SICTOF NATURE. 

MUSIC ON THE NILE. 

The stillness of early evening had thrown 
a deep spell over the river, nor was the 
strangeness dissolved by the music. The 
men crouched in a circle upon the deck, and 
the reis, or captain, thrumbed the tarabuka, 
or Arab drum, made of a fish-skin,' stretched 

upon a gourd. Raising their hands, the 
crew clapped them above their heads in per 
fect tune, not ringingly, but with a dead full 
thump of .the palms, moving the whole arm 
to bring them together.,.- They swung their 

heads from side to side,and onecianked a 
chain in unison. So did''these peoplelong 
before the Ibis nestled to the bank?long 
before there were English, Irish, or Scotch 
to listen. 

For when Diana was divine, and thousands 

of men and women came floating down the 

Nile in barges to celebrate her festival, they 
sang and clapped, played the castanets and 

flute, stifling the voices of Arabian and 
Lybian echoes with a wild roar of revelry. 
They, too, sang a song that came to them 

from an unknown antiquity?Linus, their 

first and only song, the dirge of the son of 
the first King of Egypt. 

This might have been that dirge that the 
crew sang in a mournful minor. Sud 

denly one rose and led the song, in sharp 

jagged sounds, formless as lightning. "He 

fills me the glass full and gives me to 
drink," sang the leader, and the low measur 

ed chorus throbbed after him, "H?mme 

leager Malooshee." The sounds were not a 

tune, but a kind of measured recitative. It 
went on constantly faster and faster, exciting 
them, as the Shakers excite themselves, unt? 
a gatint Nubian rose in the moonlight and 
danced in the centre of the circle, like a 
gay ghoul among his fellows. 

Being a musical Howadji, I found a fearful 
void in my Eastern travels. The Asiatic has 
no ear and no soul for music. Like other 

savages aud children, he loves a noise, and 

he plays on shrill pipes?on the tarabuka, on 

the tar or tamborine, and a sharp one-string 
ed fiddle, or rahal. Of course in your first 
oriental day, you will decline no invitation, 
but you will grow gradually deaf to all en 
treaties of friends or dragomen, to sally forth 

and hear music. You will remind him that 
you did not come to the East to go to 
Bedlam. 

The want of music is not strange, for 

.silence* is natural to the East and the Tropics. 
When sitting quietly at home in midsummer, 
sweeping ever sunward in the glowing heats, 
we at length reach the tropics in the fixed 
fervor of a July noon: the day is rapt, the 
birds are still, the wind swoons, and the 
burning glares silence on the world. 

The Orient is that primeval and perpetual 
noon, that very heat explains to you the vo 

luptuous elaboration of its architecture, the 
brilliance of its costume, the picturesqlie 
hess of its life. But no Mozart was needed 
to sow Persian gardens with roses breathing 
love and beauty; no Beethoven to build 

Himalayas; no Rossini to sparkle and sing 
with the birds and streams. Those realities 
are there of which the composers are the 
poets to western imaginations. In the East 

you see and feel music; but hear it never. 

The Syrian songs of the Desert are very sad. 
They harmonize with the burningInonotony 
of the landscape in their long recitative and 
shrill wail. The camel steps more willingly 

to that natural musio; but the Howadji, 
swaying upon his back, is tranced in the 
sound, so naturally born of silence. 

THE ALPINE HORN. 

The Alpine horn is an instrument made of 
the bark of a cherry tree, and, like a speak 
ing trumpet, is used to convey sounds to a 
great distance. I have heard, when the last 

rays of the sun gilds the summits of the.Alps, 
the shepherd who inhabits the highest peak 
of these mountains takes his horn and cries 
with a loud voice, "Praised be the Lord." 
As soon as the neighboring shepherds hear 
him, they leave their huts and repeat these 
words. The, sounds . are, 

jprolQnged many 
minutes, while the echo of me mountain and 

grottoes of the rocks 
repeat, 

the name of Grod. 

Imagination cannot picture anything more 
solemn or sublime than such a scene. Dur 

ing the silence that succeeds the shepherds 
bend their knees, and pray in the open air, 
then repair to their huts to rest. The sun 

light gilding the tops of those stupendous 
mountains upon which the vault of Heaven 
seems to rest, the magnificent scenery 
around, and the voice of the shepherd 
sounding from rock to rock the praise of 
the Almighty, fills the mind of every traveler 
with enthusiasm and awe. 

REMARKABLE ECHO. 
In the year 1859 I was in the city of Para 

na, 600 miles from the sea?up the river La 
Plate. Outside the city were two farm barns 

standing in a clear field?a beautiful sweep 
of table-land on the Parana river. Upon 
three sides, at a distance of from thirty rods 
to half a mile, there are slopes of timbered 
lands, on rath r pretty steep side-hills! The 
barns are situated about twelve roods apart, 
and in a direct line. By placing yourself 
near .the .centre of one of those barns, "a few 
feet from it, and uttering, in a voice but. lit 
tle louder than ordinary, "good morning," 
"good evening," or other exclamation, the 
words will come back to you, or rather be 
echoed as distinctly as you uttered them. 
The echo, in a favorable state of the atmos 

phere, will be repeated nine or ten times. 

Taking your position midway between the 
two barns, having them on your right and 

left, a slope of timbered land in front, and 
then repeating the experiment, your words 
will be uttered in rapid succession from each 
barn and the woods. The rapidity and dis 
tinctness oi the echoes is startling, and you 
feel almost afraid to repeat your own words, 
prone to think that some spirit of the mea 
dow or "elfin thing" of the deep green for 
est is mischievously tantahzing you, by catch 
ing up and throwing into your teeth all that 
you utter; a feeling of the supernatural gets 
possession of you before you can think of 
the natural causes. There is no place where 
the science of sounds and all the phenomena 
of reverberation will better be studied than 
on this table-land on the banks of the Pa 
rana. 

SINGING OF BIRDS. 

This seems a spontaneous effusion, pro 

ducing no lassitude in muscle, or relaxation 
of the parts of action. In certain seasons 
and weather the nightingale sings all day and 
most part of the night; and I could never 
observe that the powers of song are weaker, 
or that the notes became harsh and untune 
able after all those hours of exertion. The 

song-thrush, in a mild,, moist April, will com 
mence his tune early in the morning, pipe 
unceasingly through the day, yet, at the close 
of eve, when he retires to rest, there is no 

obvious decay in his musical powers, or any 
sensible effort required to continue his har 
mony to the last. Birds of one species sing 
in general very like each other, with different 
degrees of execution. Some countries may 
produce finer songsters, but without great 
variation in the notes. In the thrush, how 

ever, it is remarkable that there seems to be 
regular notes, each individual piping a vol 
untary of his own. Their voices may always 
be distinguished amid the choristers of the 

v 

copse, yet some one performer will more par 
ticularly attract attention by some peculiar 

modulation; and should several stations of 
these birds be visited the same morning, few 
or none, probably, w^>uld be found to perse 
vere in the same round of notes, whatever is 
uttered seeming the effusion of the moment. 
At times a strain *will break out perfectly un 
like anything that had preceded, and we mav 
wait a long time without noticing any repeti 
tion of it. Harsh, strained and terse as the 
notes of this bird are, yet they are pleasing 
from their variety. The voice of the black 
bird is infinitely more mellow than that of 
the thrush, or mavis, but has much less va 

riety, compass, or execution. The blackbird, 
too, commences his carols with the morning 
light, persevering from hour to hour without 
effort or any sensible faltering of voice. The 
cuckoo wearies us throughout some long May 

mornings with the unceasing monotony of 
its song, and, though there are others as vo 

ciferous, yet it is the only bird I know that 
seems to suffer from the labors of song. 

* 
Lit 

tle exertion as the few notes it makes use of 
seems to require, yet, by the middle or end 
of June, it loses its utterance, becomes hoarse, 
and ceases from further essay... 

The Music of India.?It is much to be 
desired that some musician, not repelled by 
the uncouth performances of native bands, 
should investigate the higher order of Hin 
doo music, and especially the sixty 

" 
B?gis" 

with their accompanying Droopud's and 
other modes of songs. Many of these are 
curious and beautiful, especially the music of 

Bajpootana and Northern India, which has a 
national character. It is generally supposed 
by Europeans that the music of India, has no 
science ; but this is a great error. The sys 
tem of original notation and a scale of eight 
notes is the same as that of Europe, but the 
divisions of the notes into semi and quarter 
notes produce those mournful cadences in 
the minor keys which are often strikingly 
beautiful. The Hindoo scientific works con 
tain many elaborate treatises on music, which 
are read and taught by professors of singing 
and instrumental music, who are usually 
Brahmins. Among these, and Mahometans 

a!so> very fine rich voices are frequently met 

with; and at all native courts, public sing 
ers, male and female, are paid servants, their 

wages depending upon their accomplish 
ments, and varying from ?50 to ?500 and 
upwards per year, with occasionally valuable 
estates and grants of land.?Sketches in In* 
dia. 

-m m 
Bologna.?Verdi's Don Carlos was enthu 

siastically received at the Teatro Communale, 
the first theatre at which it has been per 
formed in Italy. So great was the success, 
that the corporation of the town felt bound 
to telegraph its congratulations to Verdi. 

Milan.?Petrella's Jone has proved a suc 
cess at the Carcano. M. Gounod's Faust is 
to be shortly produced at the same theatr^. 
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